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Introduction 

Since 1940 there has been abundant evidence to show 
that, with very few exceptions, aircraft built to tight 
official specifications have varied from the humdrum 
to the disastrous. The great successes, built in the 
largest numbers and often proving to be outstanding at 
many different roles, have resulted from the carefully 
planned efforts of a talented engineering team given a 
challenge of a general nature. Never was this more 
true than in the case of the F -16 Fighting Falcon. 

Yet the leaders of the General Dynamics design 
team today may find it hard to figure out just how far 
the F -16 was planned and how far it was the result of 
the development possibility inherent in a brilliant 
design. The original concept was not intended to be a 
truly formidable all-weather interceptor and precision 
surface attack aircraft. The whole idea was to build a 
simple LWF (Light Weight Fighter) able to engage in 
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dogfights under daytime visual conditions. GD's 
engineers abounded in talent in structures, aero
dynamics, systems and in such new disciplines as the 
optimisation of digital architectures. While design 
teams the world over set their sights lower, or 
floundered in a morass of problems, the F -16 team 
made doing it right look positively easy. 

A major spur to the original concept of an LWF 
was the high cost of the American fighters in produc
tion in the early 1970s such as the F -14 and F -15. Part 
of the modest funding set aside to support a pro
gramme for an LWF was allocated to a new light
weight engine, but GD instead chose to use a single 
F 100 engine identical to that used in the twin-engined 
F-15. This was part of a sustained attempt to reduce 
cost and avoid problems by borrowing items already 
flying on other aircraft, but in the case of the engine it 
also offered very large gains in low installed weight 
and fuel consumption. 

So successful were the design team that, perhaps to 
a greater extent than any previous aircraft, the F-16 
reverses long-established trends. The most inexorable 
trend has been that fighters get bigger, heavier and 
much more expensive. If they have a long mission 
radius the contrast is even more marked. Yet the F -16 
has on the one hand slashed weight and price 
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dramatically, whilst at the same time flying either twice 
as far or carrying double the bomb load! 

Originally nobody bothered much about bomb load. 
When on 2 February 1974 the first prototype YF-16 
made its first flight it was little more than an extremely 
attractive vehicle with which to explore advanced 
technologies that had become possible but which had 
not been used in a fighter. Nobody at that time had 
dared to specify these new features in a military air
craft, except for fly-by-wire on the Tornado pro
gramme, because of the risk of serious delay and cost
escalation. In contrast the LWF was not tied to a 
service requirement but only to a relatively 
unimportant timetable planned for a competitive 
evaluation against a rival design. 

What happened next was that it was rather 
suddenly realised, first, that the LWFs were going to 
be capable of flying impressive missions, and second, 
that many foreign air forces might buy them. In less 
than a year the simple day fighter matured into a 
multi-role aircraft whose scores in air-combat, naviga
tion and attack on ground targets are consistently 
phenomenal. It has demolished the opposition it has 
met, both in international NATO competitions and in 
actual warfare in the Middle East. So far the story of 
the F-16 has been one of almost unparalleled technical 
success, remarkable capacity for development and 
probably the best cost-effectiveness ratio in the world 
today. To some degree the latter factor stems from 
being ordered in large enough quantities to support 
production at a relatively rapid rate, though few would 
challenge the statement that a major international 
co-production programme puts the price up. 

Already the F -16 is the biggest fighter programme 
in the non-Soviet world. Much depends on it. In an era 
in which Warsaw Pact forces threaten at least qualita
tive equality, as well as considerable quantitative 
superiority, the F -16 is the single most important 
building block for W estern airpower on a scale suf
ficient to deter war. I t is possible to question the bird
strike capability of the vast blown-plastics canopy or 
to point out that the F-16's much-vaunted sustained
turn capability only gives it an edge of perhaps 7° per 
second (the difference between its own figure of 19° 
and a typical opponent at 12°) so that to make up 70° 
takes longer than the 10-second limit beyond which 
somebody else will get you. There are many ways to 
'knock' the F-16, but all avoid the central fact that it 
flies almost every fighter or attack mission significantly 
better than anything else in the Western world. If I had 
to build an air force, and was told not to use dispersed 
V/STOLs, I'd buy nothing but F-16s - and maybe a 

Nimrod AEW3. 
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Abbreviations 

AAM Air-to-air missile(s) 
ACF Air combat fighter 
A-DF Advanced day fighter 
AFB Air Force Base 
AIS A vionics intermediate shop 
AMRAAM Advanced medium-range air-to-air 

AOA 
ATLIS 

CCV 
cg 
CW 
ECM 
EDP 
EPG 
FBW 
FOD 
FSD 
GD 
HUD 
INS 
IOC 
LCLM 
LE 
LGB 
LOA 
LRU 
LWF 
MAAG 

MEPU 
MFPG 
MOT&E 

MRCA 
NACF 
RSS 
TE 
TFS!fFW 
W/S 

missile 
Angle of attack 
Automatic Tracking Laser Illuminated 
System 
Control-configured vehicle 
Centre of gravity 
Continuous wave 
Electronic countermeasures 
Electronic data processing 
European Production Group 
Fly by wire 
Foreign-object damage 
Full scale development 
General Dynamics 
Head-up Display 
Inertial navigation system 
Initial Operational Capacity 

. -Low cost lightweight missile 
Leading edge 
Laser guided bomb 
Letter of Acceptance 
Line replaceable unit ('Black Box') 
Light weight fighter 
Military Advisory and Assistance 
Group 
Monofuel emergency power unit 
Multinational Fighter Programme Group 
Multinational Operational Test and 
Evaluation 
Multi-role combat aircraft 
Navy air combat fighter 
Relaxed static stability 
Trailing edge 
Tactical Fighter Squadron/Wing 
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